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Two basic, topics are addressed in this paper:

The first,largely

descriptive, is concerned with a definition of the social studies.

The second, largely analytical and prescriptive, is concerned with
of knowledge and ways of knowing in the social studies.

I
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THE SOCIAL STUDIS:

TIEIR NATURE AND POTENTIAL

This is a conference on the social studies.

That fact alone'is not re-

.

markable. .Afta all,'we have all at some tine or other attended various coaferences-on
teaching, on research, on instructional materials; on sundry prp.

fessional matters. ,This is also an international conference.

That too is net

necessar-i-ly remarkable. -Given the pri-essional status and occupat5071P1 .pcsirinn

of the ccnference delegates here it is very likely that' most of us have had the
opportunity to participate in other such conferences attended by an international
clientele.
/

`But it-is a literally remarkable event to hold this first international
its role in education

conference 'on one aspect of social studies teaching,

for peace and respect for human rights.

Given the unique nature of this cen-

t

ference it appears to be especially appropriate to address, ourselves initially
to two basic and interrelated concerns:

(1) the nature of `the social studies

and (2).the international dimensions of the social studies and its related
discipline, the social sciences.
In much the same way'as the first speaker for the affirmative in a formal
Vo.

debate, I view my first, task and responsibility as that of di-fining our terms.

1 realize, of course, the probleM inherent in attempting to formulate a defini,

tion that is acceppable to fifteen professionally competent and qualified individuals who live in soc ieties that may have differing+values, orientations,
and views of wh'at constitutes social reality.

My approach, therefore, is not

to define dogma,tically and for all time the nature of the social studies.

Rather it is to place before you a range of possible views and perspectives
.

.
i

on this entity twe shall he bandying about during the ensuing week of'delibera.

tions.

And, not surprising, r shall conclude with some obkdrvations of ray

.

.

4
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own on the nature of the beast.

The range of definitions of the social studies
"The social

can be placed on a continuum with this definition at one end:

First,

-sciences are foundations of the social studies in three distinctive ways

'the social sciences are primary sources of the content of.the social studies:
the concepts, generalizations, and methods of inquiry.

Second, the social

foundations of curriculum planning in the 'social studies draw data from the
social sciences related to societal'almes, err:II/lens, changing conditions,
and our democratic heritage.

Third, the psychological foundations of curriculum
1.

planning in the socLl studies draw data from the social sciences related to
social processes, learning, child development, and other psychological-methodological aspects of instruction."

(1)

At the other end of the continuum is a statement like this:

"Social. studies

(is) that part of the school's general education program which is concerned
with the preparation of citizens for participation in a democratic society.
Social studies is not, then,,simply an offshoot of the social sciences, with
content to be dictated by theinterests and desires of academicians in the
social studies and history."

(2)

'

.

By further examining the 'literature one can find additional definitions at
ry

or near theseends of the continuum and at several points in between. .let me
,
-

,

.

(3)

at this pointmake some observations awl attempt some distinctions.'

We

)1
.:

oeve observed from various (definitions that the field of the social studies in-.

t rporatesa

blend of char

teriseics.

Itis'concerned with the neqds of the

,

individual and with the problems of society.

It inquires into the attitudes

that people have toward social phenomena and examines ehe intellectual tools that
4P

humankivd has fashioned to assess competing claims to knoWedge.

Even though the

.

social studies have-evolved into an entity of their own we have also observed
that they bear a close relationship. to the social sciences.

t

r-

4

Some use the term

*v
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synonymously with the social sciences.
ate it from the social sciences.

OtATs...),Ae special pains to disassoci-

Perhaps it may be helpful to describe some

common characteristic relationships between the social studies and the social
sciences-

The term social sciences has come to be viewed as applicable io schoarly
4*

materials about the interrelationship of human beings with,one another, with
groups- ;--end with their environment.

An economist's

onogrgph on the gross

7

national product of a, given nation, a sociologist's study of the power structure

of a village tribt, a political,scientist's proposed international agreement on

111.

the peaceful use of outer space are examples of materials that belong among the
social sciences.

They are the results of orderly experimentation.

They are

addressed to a community of scholars, and they must meet the standards Of scholarship.

Although the materials of the social scienbes.may or may not be used for

instructionalpurposes at the college or even high-school level, their, primary
purpose is to'add to our store of verified facts, testable kno4ledge cl
,

and theoretical propositions.

lt is not surprising that in an area as dynamic and comparativ

young

as the social sciences the boundary lined of the field are fluid and
with each generation.

anging

No better indication of this malieabO.ity is found than

in the underOing framework of two encyclopedias on the social sciences:

the

`Onctclopedia of the SOcia 1 Sciences,-published in thp early'1930s, and the Inter-

national Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences, publighed a generation later in
1968.

vie first defined the social sciences aA consisting of politics, econo4

macs,

law, anthropology, sociology, penology, and social work.
.

The second took

,
.

a more expanded view.and included articles devoted to the concepts, theories, and
methods 1;f-the fdllowing disciplines:

-4-

Anehropolozv--including cultural, economic, physical, political,
social, and applied anthropology, as well as archeology, ethnography,
ethnology, and linguistics.
2.

Economics -- including econometrics, economic hiitory, the history
of economic thought, economic development, agricultural economics, industrial organization, international economics, labor
economics, honey add.banking, public-finance, and. certain adpects
of business management.

3.

Geography -- including cultural, economic, political, and social

geography, but not physical geography.
,

4.

History--including
the traditional subject-matter fields of his_
torY and the scope and methods Of hi.toriographi.

5.

Law--including jurisprudence, the major legal systems, 1.gal theory,

.
and thetrelation of law to the other soci

sciences.

6." Political science--including public administration, public law,
international relations, comparative politics, political theory,
and the study of policy making and political behavior.
1110

7.

Psychiatry--including theories and descriptions of the principal
mental. disorders'aUd methods of diagnosis and treatment.

8.

Psychology -- including clinical, counseling, educational, experi-

mental, personality,, physiological, social, and applied psychology,

\

9.- Sociology -- including economfc,.organizational, political, rural,

and urban sociology; the sociologies of knowledge, law, religion,
and medicine; human ecology; the History of social thought;
.

1

.

.

sociometry and.other spall-group reserach; survey research;
and such special fields as criminology and demdgraphy.
V.

ti
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Statistics--including theoretical statistics, the design of

10.

experiments,.non-sampling errors, sample surveys, goveviment
statistics, and the use of statistical methods in social
science research.

The editors of the International Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences ob-'
served that there is no final answer to the question of what are the social
sciences.

generation,

The definition very likely will continue to change from generation to
Even within our present generation there are differences of opinion

as to whether history is properly included in the social sciences or in the
humanities, whether geography is a social or an earth science, and whether
psychology is a social or a natural science.
-Now for the attempt at synthesis and

definition.

Tio' contrast with.the

social sciences, the social,studies are designed primarily for instructional
purposes., They include those substantive portion's of human behavior as well
o'

as those procedural modes of inquiry that have been selected and adapted for
use in the schools or other instructional situations.

The ter

indicates materials whose content.and aim are predominantly, 6.al.

ial studies

The social

studies utilize the substantive and procedural aspects of the social sciences
for pedagogical purposes.

A primary grade unit of study d

local geography,

a middle grqde.inquiry into the causes of the Second World War,,or a secondary

school project that relates praCtical work experience with economirRinciples have little or nothing to contribute to the sum total of new human knowledge.

They are, however, examples of the utilization of the social sciences

for instructional purposes.

They are examples of social studies materials.

Although the social sciences and the social:studies are alike in that both
deal with human relationshipi, they differ as to standards and purposes.

Thee

fundamental tests of the social sciences are scholarship and eventual'social

7

;
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studiei is instructional
utility, whereas the fundamental test of the social
utility:

of the needs of
The justification for the social studies emerges out

the individual and the impeeatives of society.

Some kind of socialization pro-

.,

called the social
eessor social education- -would be needed even if no entity
sciences'existed.

But the fact that it does exist provides the social studies

...-

insights,
teacher and student with a rich and indispensable source of concepts,

procedures, and data.
is
The processby which a_social studies class deals_with subject matter

content of the material
just as indispensable a part of the social studies as the
itself,

atmosphere of
Included in these processes are such intangibles as the

rules by which knowledge
the classroom- -from authoritarian to democratic; the
basis;. and the framework
claims are assessedfrom an a priori to a scientific

within which questions of value are handledfrom arbitrarily imposed assumptions to tentative and reflectively examined assumption's.

Here again, the para-

.

is relevant
Ilel between tht social studies and the social sciences

For the

under whichfhe conducts
social scientist is also concerned with the conditions

investigations hiq Maces, methodology, and assumptions.

thidlconference
Let us.now turn to the second, distinctive ingredient of
will be not only descriptive.
its international dimension. 'Here my observations

but also highly selective.

I intend to focus on one phenomenon which is per-

especially relevant for a
tinent to any discussion of the social studies but
gathering' of this sort.

For want of a better term I shall refer-to this phenoLet4me introduce...this idea

menon As.the internat onalization.of a discipline.

International Encyclopedia
by excerpting portions of the Introduction to The
.
.

'

.0,

of the Social Sciences:
.

.

gr)

.

.

.

ti
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.

,

.

. It is not just that the vocabulary of the social sciences

has infiltrated everyday speech, although it is common for
persons with no formal training in the social sciences to use
such terms as "IQ," "subculture," "power structure,'"GNP,"
and "the unconscious" in their daily-conversation. More important, many people today perceive the worlddifferentlybecause
they have been exposed.to the perspective of the social sciences:
they raise their children differently; they have:different attitudes toward governmebt borrowing and spending;,they make different judgments of their friends, neighbors and family members;
they view both local and national politics differently; they place
a different and more sympathetic interpretation upon the guilt
of criminals, drug addicts, and deviants of all kinds; and they
make different judgments of their own successes and failures,
Whether people are aware of it dr'not . . . the social sciences
have influenced, if not -rmined, the assumptions about reality
i
upon which their daily lives Are based.
,

When the editors Of the International Encyclopedia of the ,Social Sciences
added the word international to the previous title, one can assume thatithey'
did this not to postulate a platitude about the world getting smaller n'or to
confirm a cliche about the interdependence of man.

The significance of the

For one thing, it denotes the audience

additional word goes far beyond this..

1

to whom the articles in the encyclopediaare addresed: It also denotes the-

wide academic and national Aackgrounds of the contributors.: Even though it
rican publishing company, 3

o

its more t an 1-00-Con-

tributor; were affiliated with educational or other institutions outside the
United States of America.

But the most significant implication of thi

.

con-

Of
vergence of diverse contributors and readers is the remarkable uniformity

their criteria for establishing knowledge claiMs.

operate from a common epigtemological base.

For the most part, they

More than any one factor,lit is

this common basis .of verifying knowledge that makes the social sciences

international.

The world intellectual community has-never seriously nuestioned 0e inter/

rational nature of a dispipline like mathematics.

The same can be said of.the

0

The

sciences.
physical sciences and, to a lesser,extent, of the biological

transmission of acquired
Lysenko controversy, involving the alleged hereditary
ti

.-characteristics, is an example of a rare epistemological clash among scientists
-

)

'in a given discipline.

.

The general rule among,practitioners in all the sciences--

faith -and- credit
.including the social sciences - -is an adherence to a kind of full -

that permit any
clause binding them all to observe certain scholarly amenities
scientific ,findings of
of the members of the fraternity to check the reported

any other member.
.

In the.International Encyclopedia, for example, °dile

.

worker participation in
Benoit - Guilbot Of France reports on some ,studies on
He doei not fear that tote informed

factory management conducted in Poland.

studies were
reader will be unable to understand the process by which these
carried out.
lim

reasonable
He knows that his academic colleagues can, within

The findings

replicate these'studies in many other places in the world.

And

empirically'valid.
'are universally felevant to the extent that tHey.are
the procedure for validating them is common.

It is international.

teacher of the internatiOnWhat are the implications for the.social studies
`alization of Ehe social sciences?

We coula-speak of the need'for developing

/more of a worlthade outlook it social studies

classrooms-- and,this would have
.

considerable validity.

But even more important is the need for the contemporary

scientist, to know how he
student to know the mode of inquiry of the social
generates his knowledge claims.
nitive and affective levels.

The student needs to know this at both the 'cog -'

He needs to know the rudimentary aspects of.the

needs to commit
scientific method as it applies to social relations. And he
and reflective
himself to the valueof learning through a.reasoned, logical,

,

.

,
short circuit, of "knowing" on the
process rather than through the intellectual
i
biases.
basis of unsupported generalizations or gut-level
11

.

.

,

1

.1

.

.
!

.

.-.
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The existence of a common epistemological base among the scientists of the
tc

world provides us withperhaps the most important characteristi
. society.

To speak in terms of a world society is not to engage in propagandis-

tic internationalism or maudlin fraternalism.
exists.

of a world

It i\p merely to affirm what

Social studies teacherS can neither ignore nor avoid the fact.

The

emergence of this.viable world society is one of the most compelling events Of
,

,

the twentieth century.
,

Retardless Of national origins most ef us, young and old, can feel a re.,

sponsive chord.at these word written by Descartes in 1640 in his Meditations
,

.

.

on the First Philosophy:
lOisnow some years since I detected how'many were_ the false
beliefs that I had from my earliest youth admitted as. true; and
how doubtful was everything I had since constructed on this,'
basis.
.

i
everyIn his quest for certainty, Descartes tells us,.he inquired into
.1,

-

thing he presumably knew to see what, if anything, he could accept as veri,

fiable knowledge.

The quest goes on with modern humans in,contemporary society.

It is not surprising that the social studies should now be in the thickof this
a

continuing quest.

What is surprising is the relative neglect of epistemolo-

gical considerations in the past among educators as a whole and social studies
educators in particular.

'

Thii is' not the place for a detailed treatise on the question of what is

It is possible, for example, for one to start from any of several

.,knowledge.

approaches- -the rational,, the empirical, the.pragmatic, the intuitive.
any

But

to,knowledge, no mafter how initiated, must also meet agreed upon

conditions.

Perhaps the most important of these conditions-is that-there be

adequate evidence, to support the knowledge_ claim.

11
..

Ultimately, any claim to

4

.

.
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knowledge must also meet the condition of truthfulnesd
difficult condition to meet."
The truth,condition of knowledge is the most
and still unresolved question,
One reason for this difficulty is the age-old
"What is truth ?"

with regard
The range of possible philosophical positions

and absolute conception of)
'to the question extends from the notion of a fixed
is unanswerable.
truth, to a relativistic one, to*one that says the question

positions is exemplified,byThe extent of'the distance§-.between these various

\

.'the
following quotations,
.

the first from the pen of a distinguished educational.

scholars:
philosopher and the second by a group of outstanding

Toachillg'implies knowledge.
Education implies teaching,
The
truth
is everywhere the same.
Knowledge is truth.
.
.
Hence education should be everywhere the same
designed
suggest that the heart of any course of study
is rightly
for the.whole people will be, if education
under any
time,
in
any
place,
understood, the same at any
4
political, social, or economic conditions.
.

.

has a geoBeing a form of social action, education always
specific,
graphical and cultural location; it is therefore
unchanging;
local,. and dynamic, not general, universal, and
particular time
particular
society
at
a
it is a function of a
actual culture
and place in history; it is rooted in' some
and
recognized
needs of that
and_expresses the philosophy

culture?

/

.

4

into all the'implicaIt is noOrwithin 'the scope of this discussion to go

tims

.
conceptions of the truth
the social studies teacher of these varying`
P

condition of knowledge..

abstract
But just to drive home the fact that such

-conside ations do indeed have practical implicationa

foe the social studies,

.

we refe

by social. studies curriculuffi
to the increasing concern'in recent years

builder

inductive method'of inquiry
and classroom teachers with the use of the

as the

social studie
ajor:-sorriemould say, the only--legitimate approach to

instruction.

on inquiry were
Much of the literature reads as if this mode

lb

heraldsa new "revolution " ,in the social studies.
only a r cent "discovery" and

12,

1

.
Actually, the epistebological considerations underlying this mode of inquiry

were dealt with in considerable detail at lease7F-early as the seventeenth
century by the philosopher'David Hume.

He concluded categorically that it is

impossible to arrive at any uncontestable generalizations on the basis of the
. inductive methOd of inquiry alone.' His 'argument is best illustrated by the

classic example that a person cannot validly generalize that "All'swans are
white," even

ugh he may never have seen anything but white swans during his

c

entire lifetime.

Since it would be a practical impossibility for a person to

observe all swans in the world, and since the existence of only one exception
.

.1

1

4/'

would invalidate the generalization, no such knowledge claim can be made.

Tlae

same argument would apply to all other-generalizations baliA on induction.

How

true, then, is.the statement that the inductive Mode of Inquiry shouldbe the
only (or best or most preferred) approach to teaching the social studies?

This

example is cited not to argue that the inductive mode of inquiry is useless or
has no place in social studies instruction but rather to tender a warning about
overextending' an inherently restrictive warrant of knowledge.

Inquiry has a

J06g

..:-.:1

legitimate heuristic value to the social studies student.

.,11g.....*.iip

It should not be .cal"

reduced to ineffectiveness by exceeding its philosophical load limit.

$
....

it

/",:ik

The significance for the social studies teacher of these epistemological
considerations goes beyond their relevance for the classroom- -as important as
that is.

They illustrate the development of a common cultural element in ou'r

emerging world society.
nationalized.

The rules of thegame, as it were, are becoming inter-

This is certainly true.among the educational decision makers

in the nations of the world.

It is recognized, of course, that there may be

large numbers of.peciple who Continue to use a father narrow conception of
authority, for example, as a warrant for knowledge claims.

These authgrities

.

3

ir
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leaders,
scripturet, tribal chiefs, authoritarian
may reside in.sacred books of

or ministries of education.

and
But as the dissemination of educations ideas

of
innovations catches up wits} the dissemination
b

technological know-how, the

worldwide community of scholais and informed
r hoped-for consequence will be a
citizens.

social studies who will be.inducThe charge is Clear to those of us in the
ting the young 4nto a tw
rights:

Make students

ty-first century of peace and respect for human
bonds
are of the common intellectual and affective

brothers throughout the world.
that unite them to their academic and social

2
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